Hyperspectral Image Classification Based on Union of Subspaces
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Abstract—Characterizing mixed pixels is an important topic in the analysis of hyperspectral data. Recently, a subspace-based technique in a multinomial logistic regression (MLR) framework called MLRsub has been developed to address this issue. MLRsub assumes that the training samples of each class live in a single low-dimensional subspace. However, having in mind that materials in a given class tend to appear in groups and the (possible) presence on nonlinear mixing phenomena, a more powerful model is a union of subspaces. This paper presents a new approach based on union of subspaces for hyperspectral images. The proposed method integrates subspace clustering with MLR method for supervised classification. Our experimental results with an urban hyperspectral image collected by the NSF-funded Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) over the University of Houston campus indicate that the proposed method exhibits state-of-the-art classification performance.

Index Terms—Hyperspectral images, subspace-based approaches, subspace clustering, multinomial logistic regression (MLR).

I. INTRODUCTION

The discrimination of different objects on the earth surface can be achieved by processing of the hundreds of continuous narrow spectral bands collected by hyperspectral sensors [1]. Supervised classification in hyperspectral image processing is defined as the task of assigning a unique label to each pixel vector of the image under consideration using the information extracted from labeled training samples a priori. Several techniques have been used to perform supervised classification of hyperspectral data. In particular, using the class probability estimates resulting from a probabilistic classifier in a Markov random field (MRF) framework, allows us to have more accurate classification results by integrating spectral and spatial information [2-4]. Recently, the multinomial logistic regression (MLR) has shown good performance in hyperspectral image classification which models the posterior class distributions in a Bayesian framework [5-8]. Specifically, the integration of a subspace projection method with the MLR algorithm (called MLRsub) has shown significant classification results [3, 5]. The assumption that hyperspectral vectors live in a low-dimensional subspace is strongly linked with the linear mixing model (LMM) [3, 9]. In essence, if each class is associated with a group of materials, then the spectral vectors of this class are convex combinations of the spectral signatures from that class and thus they live in the subspace spanned by those spectral signatures.

There are number of factors which degrade the modeling power of the subspace model. Among these factors, we highlight the the possible presence of nonlinear mixing phenomena, and the typical low spatial resolution of hyperspectral images, which increases the likelihood of having mixed pixels from a number of different groups (clusters) of materials. Under these degrading factors, a better model is that the spectral vectors in given class lie in unions of subspaces [10]. Notice that the single subspace model contains subsets that are not representative of the training set, which is not the case with the union of subspaces.

Exploiting the union of subspaces in an MLR framework for supervised hyperspectral image classification is the main contribution of this paper. For this purpose, we suggest to use a subspace clustering method before the classification in order to divide training samples of each class into multiple subsets regarding to existing subspaces. Subspace clustering refers to the task of finding a multi-subspace representation that best fits high dimensional data samples, i.e. finding the number of subspaces and their dimensions and simultaneously clustering the data into multiple subspaces [11]. In this paper, we introduce a new hyperspectral image classification methodology based on Robust Subspace Clustering (RSC) [11] which, so far as we are aware, has not been applied for hyperspectral image analysis.

II. METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

The proposed approach mainly comprises two main steps: 1) subspace clustering of training samples set; 2) subspace projection and probabilistic classification using MLR algorithm. In the following, we present the details of each step for the proposed approach.

A. Subspace Clustering

The first step of the proposed procedure consists in performing subspace clustering to find a collection of lower-dimensional subspaces fitting the available training set. Recently, several subspace clustering algorithms have been developed. However, most of them are working under restrictive conditions [11]. Here, we adopt the Robust Subspace
Clustering (RSC) [11] algorithm, which, as our experiments showed, is well suited for clustering of hyperspectral data. Based on the ideas from geometric functional analysis, the RSC method can accurately recover the underlying subspaces under minimal requirements on their orientation, and on the number of samples per subspace [11]. The RSC method is an extension of the Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) method [12] to cluster noisy data, that is always an important issue in hyperspectral image clustering. The SSC method applies spectral clustering to an adjacency matrix, obtained by sparsely representing each data point in terms of all the other data points through l1-minimization; whereas, the RSC algorithm replaces the l1-minimization step in SSC by an l1-penalized least squares step (the so-called LASSO) and successfully performs subspace clustering under Gaussian noise.

B. Subspace-based MLR classifier

Let \( S = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \) be the set of integers indexing the \( n \) pixels of a hyperspectral image, \( x = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\} \) denote the input hyperspectral image, where \( x_i \in \{x_{i1}, x_{i2}, \ldots, x_{id}\} \) denotes a spectral vector associated with an image pixel \( i \in S \) and \( d \) is the number of spectral bands. Let \( y \equiv \{y_1, \ldots, y_n\} \) denote an image of labels, \( y_i \equiv [y_{1i}, y_{2i}, \ldots, y_{K_i}]^T \) for \( K \) is the number of classes, \( y_{ic} \in \{0, 1\} \), for \( c = 1, \ldots, K \) and \( \sum_c y_{ic} = 1 \). Furthermore, let \( D^{(c)} \) represent the set of training samples with label \( c \) and \( D = \bigcup_{c=1}^{K} D^{(c)} \) represents the complete training set.

In general, the MLR models the posterior class probabilities as follows [13]:

\[
p(y_{ic} = 1| x_i, \omega) = \frac{\exp(\omega^{(c)^T}\phi(x_i))}{\sum_c \exp(\omega^{(c)^T}\phi(x_i))}, \quad (1)
\]

where \( \omega^{(c)} \) is logistic regressor vector for class \( c \), and \( \omega \equiv [\omega^{(1)^T}, \ldots, \omega^{(K)^T}]^T; \phi(x) \equiv [\phi_1(x), \ldots, \phi_m(x)] \) is a vector of \( m \) fixed functions of the input, often termed as features. In steps 3 and 4, we use the RSC method to cluster the class dependent training sets, and estimate the individual subspaces for each cluster. Then in step 5, the union of subspaces is obtained and in step 6, we use LORSAL for classification as LORSAL is able to manage linear/nonlinear features. Finally, in step 7, we obtain the image of class labels following model (1).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we use a newly released urban hyperspectral image, University of Houston, to evaluate the proposed approach. This data set was acquired on June 23, 2012 by the NSF-funded Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) over the University of Houston campus and its neighboring area, which was distributed for the 2013 Data Fusion Contest of the IEEE Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society (GRSS). The hyperspectral image has 144 bands in the 380-1050 nm spectral region and spatial resolution 2.5 m. The image size in pixels is 349 × 1905. Fig. 1(a) shows a false color composite of the image, while Fig. 1(b) shows 15 classes of interest. In the original data set, 2832 samples were used for training and 12197 samples were used for testing [see Fig. 1]. Detailed information about this image can be found in [15].

As shown in Algorithm 1, for the input, we have the hyperspectral data \( x \) and the training set \( D \). The classification objective is the image of classes labels \( \hat{y} \). In steps 3 and 4, we use the RSC method to cluster the class dependent training sets, and estimate the individual subspaces for each cluster. Then in step 5, the union of subspaces is obtained and in step 6, we use LORSAL for classification as LORSAL is able to manage linear/nonlinear features. Finally, in step 7, we obtain the image of class labels following model (1).

Algorithm 1 MLRsusb (union of subspaces MLR)

1: Input: \( D, x \)
2: Output: \( \hat{y} \)
3: for \( c := 1 \) to \( K \) do
4: \( D^{(c)}_1 \) \( L^{(c)}_1 = \text{RSC}(D^{(c)}) \) (* subpace clustering *)
5: for \( l := 1 \) to \( L^{(c)}_1 \) do
6: \( U_{l}^{(c)} = \text{sub}(D_l^{(c)}) \) (* subpace computation *)
7: end for
8: \( \omega = \text{LORSAL}(U, \hat{D}) \)
9: \( \hat{y} = \text{MLR}(x, \omega) \)

We next report the classification results obtained for the three probabilistic classifiers: support vector machine (SVM) with radial basis function (RBF) kernel [16], MLRsusb [3] and MLRsusbmod [5]. Concerning the classifiers, we optimized the related parameters. Figs. 1 (d)-(g) shows the obtained classification maps. As can be seen, using union of subspaces the MLRsusb classifier gives higher classification accuracies than the other subspace based MLR classifiers. For instance, the proposed approach obtained an overall accuracy
of 82.94% which is 11.44% higher than the result obtained by the MLRsub algorithm. More importantly, in the right part of the image where a large cloud shadow is present, the performance improvements reported for the proposed method are quite significant. For example for the class “Highway” in the cloud-covered region, we can see a significant improvement in the obtained classification result.

IV. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS

In this paper a new classification method based on union of subspaces was proposed for characterizing mixed (linear and nonlinear) pixels in hyperspectral images. For this purpose, we exploited a subspace clustering method to partition training samples obtained for each class to several subsets and then the multinomial logistic regression algorithm was used to learn the posterior probability distributions from the spectral information of each subset, using a subspace projection. Our experimental results with a new urban hyperspectral image collected by the NSF-funded Center for Airborne Laser Mapping (NCALM) over the University of Houston campus showed that the proposed method exhibits state-of-the-art classification performance as compared to other widely used methods.
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Fig. 1. University of Houston data set, classification maps and overall and average classification accuracies (in the parentheses) obtained by different methods.

(h) Labels color: 1-Healthy grass, 2-Stressed grass, 3-Synthetic grass, 4-Trees, 5-Soil, 6-Water, 7-Residential, 8-Commercial, 9-Road, 10-Highway, 11-Railway, 12-Parking Lot 1, 13-Parking Lot 2, 14-Tennis Court, 15-Running Track